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Wynn fully supports “Global Handwashing Day”
Company helps educate local students on good hygiene and healthy habits
Macau, October 11, 2018 – In response to the annual “Global Handwashing Day” on October 15,
50 WE (Wynn Employees) volunteers joined representatives from Clean The World Asia (CTW) to
promote disease prevention and to share basic anti-bacteria knowledge with over 100 students at
Concordia School for Special Education and Fu Luen School, teaching them proper handwashing
steps and raising health awareness. Guests attending the officiating ceremony included Ms. Linda
Chen, Vice Chairman and Executive Director of Wynn Macau, Limited, Ms. Gyneth Tan-Murphy,
Managing Director of Clean the World Asia, Ms. Lam Mei Sio, Head of Division for Civic Education
and Information at the Civic and Municipal Affairs Bureau, Ms. Chan Soi Fan, Senior Technical
Officer of the Center for Disease Control and Prevention at the Health Bureau, Ms. Wu Ka Man,
Acting Head of Children and Youth Service Division at the Social Welfares Bureau, Ms. Lau Kam
Ling, Vice President of the Women's General Association of Macau, Ms. Wang Dong, Director of Fu
Luen School, Ms. Grace Lam, Director of Concordia School for Special Education, and Ms. Maurine
Yeung, Senior Vice President of Human Resources of Wynn Macau.
To support the advocacy of handwashing with soap as part of global culture, Wynn partnered with
CTW to organize activities for “Global Handwashing Day”, supported by the Civic and Municipal
Affairs Bureau, Health Bureau, Social Welfare Bureau, the Women’s General Association of Macau,
Fu Luen School, and Concordia School for Special Education. 50 WE volunteers visited Concordia
School for Special Education and Fu Luen School, together with volunteers from the IACM and Fu
Luen School’s Parents Association. All participated in the Handwashing Day programs with the
children, following the lead of CTW.
To raise awareness of the importance of personal hygiene and promote disease prevention among
children, the WE Volunteer Team and representatives of CTW engaged children through mini drama
performances and singing a handwashing song together to demonstrate proper handwashing steps.
In addition, sharing knowledge on hygiene and interactive question-and-answer sessions helped to
strengthen civil education for children in Macau, enhancing their understanding of the importance of
handwashing to health. After the activities, CTW presented certificates to Wynn and the participating
schools and supporting organizations, while guests of the event and WE volunteers distributed gift

packs to students. These contained a fine handkerchief from Wynn and a bar of recycled soap
provided by CTW, in order to encourage students to pay more attention to daily hygiene and wash
their hands more frequently.
“Global Handwashing Day” is a global advocacy day dedicated to increasing awareness and
understanding about the importance of handwashing with soap as an effective and affordable way
to prevent hygiene related illness. Wynn has been collaborating with CTW on soap recycling
program, as well as actively promoting healthy lifestyle information to the public via a variety of
volunteering activities, helping to prevent disease. To date, Wynn has recycled over 18 metric tons
of waste soap bars, contributing to the environment.
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Photo captions:

WE volunteers and CTW representatives demonstrate the proper steps for handwashing
to over 100 local students.

(From left to right) Ms. Wang Dong, Director of Fu Luen School, Ms. Gyneth Tan-Murphy,
Managing Director of Clean the World Asia, Ms. Lam Mei Sio, Head of Division for Civic Education

and Information at the Civic and Municipal Affairs Bureau, Ms. Linda Chen, Vice Chairman and
Executive Director of Wynn Macau, Limited, Ms. Chan Soi Fan, Senior Technical Officer of the
Center for Disease Control and Prevention at the Health Bureau, Ms. Lau Kam Ling, Vice
President of the Women's General Association of Macau.

Volunteers encourage students to follow the steps of proper handwashing.

ABOUT WYNN MACAU
Wynn Macau is a luxury hotel and casino resort in the Macau Special Administrative Region of the People's
Republic of China with two iconic towers featuring a total of 1,008 spacious rooms and suites, approximately
281,000 square feet of casino space, over 59,000 square feet of retail space, eight casual and fine dining
restaurants, two spas, a salon and a pool. The resort proudly boasts three distinct entertainment experiences,
including Macau’s only choreographed Performance Lake, blending lofty plumes of water, gracefully
choreographed music from Broadway tunes to renowned Chinese songs, powerful LED lights and fire effects.
Wynn Macau is operated by international resort developer Wynn Resorts, recipient of more Forbes Travel
Guide Five Star Awards than any other independent hotel company in the world. Wynn Macau is the only
Resort in the world with 7 Forbes Five-Star Awards, garnering Five-Star awards for its hotel, restaurants and
spas. Wynn Macau opened on September 6, 2006 and its second tower – Encore opened on April 21, 2010.
For more information on Wynn Macau, visit http://www.wynnmacaupressroom.com.
ABOUT WYNN PALACE
Wynn Palace is the second luxury integrated resort from international resort developer Wynn Resorts in the
Macau Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China, following the launch of Wynn Macau.
Located in the Cotai area, it features a 28-storey hotel with 1,706 exquisitely furnished rooms, suites and villas,
versatile meeting facilities, over 106,000 square feet of renowned luxury retail, 11 casual and fine dining
restaurants, Macau’s largest spa, a salon, a pool and approximately 420,000 square feet of casino space. The
resort also features a variety of entertainment experiences, including the dazzling 8-acre Performance Lake
that mesmerizes guests with a choreographed display of water, music and light, the unique SkyCab,
spectacular, large-scale floral displays by renowned designer Preston Bailey and an extensive collection of
art works by some of the world’s leading artists.
Wynn Resorts is the recipient of more Forbes Travel Guide Five Star Awards than any other independent hotel
company in the world. Wynn Palace opened on August 22, 2016. For more information on Wynn Palace, visit
http://www.wynnpalace.com.
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